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It is known that in the plane case elastic displacements and stresses can be expressed 
through the stress function of Airy [/ (I, p) and one harmonic function p (I, u) in the 
following form: 

(1.1) 

where the functions lJ and p are connected with each other through relationship 

AU=42 (1.3) 

while Q denotes a harmonic function which is conjugate wirh p . 
Let us introduce the plane of the complex variable I = t + iy = re‘*. 
Williams [r] studied the stresses near the vertex of the sector with linear sides 6 = 0 

and 6 = a, where a is an arbitrary angle; 0 <a < 2n. In the investigation of Will- 
iams the starting equations were particular solutions of the theory of elasticity in the 
form 

U - rA+‘[bI sin (1 + i).a + b, cos (A + i) 6 + 6, sin (A - 1) 6 + b, cos (A - i) t9j (1.4) 

p = rm [al co9 m6 + uz sin m43] (f-5) 

where I and b, are arbitrar complex constanfs; m, al and a, are also constants which 
are determined as indicate d above from (1.3). 

Puttin 
sides of 

stresses and displacements together according to above equations on radial 

fh P 
e se ment, the above mentioned author satisfied homogeneous conditions of 

the plane prob em and obtained linear equations for the determination of unknown b,. 

Having then constructed the characteristic equation for A and having determined its 
proper root A, he found the nontrivial field of elastic elements which for some values 
of angle a gave unbounded stresses at the vertex. By this method for a given material 
the dependence was established by Williams between me order of sin 
near the corner and the magnitude of its angle in the case when on t E . 

ularity of stresses 
e sides of the sec- 

for which form the angle, external forces or displacements are given, or in the case 
when the stresses are given on one side and the displacements on the other (basic mixed 
problem). 

A somewhat different a 
cf 

preach to the construction of characteristic equations is indi- 
cated below, and the stu ie.s of Williams are extended by the examination of other 
possible forms of boundary conditions (*). 

l ) It should be noted that at the Third All-Union Mechanics Congress (Moscow, January 
and February 1968) a general result on construction of solutions for plane problems near 
corners was presented in the communication of I. I. Vorovich. 
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2. First of all let us represent Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) in the form 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where cl are arbitrary complex constants. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the right sides of previous equations to be real 

apparently will be 

Cl = Cl, c, = &I In a,=0 (2.3) 

Only for these conditions do Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) determine the real field of displace- 
ments and stresses. 

The characteristic equations of Williams can therefore be constructed starting with 
boundary conditions of problems in the complex form, if 

q(z) = 02, rp (L) = btA (2.4) 

are taken as the Kolosov-Muskhelishvili potentials in the case of complex o,b and 1, 
if A is formally considered a real quantity, and if the constants /, ii; b and 6 are 
considered as mutually independent unknowns. 

For example, in the case of the first problem when the boundary condition has the 
form IsJ 

9 (0 + r9,‘(1) +,TVj = f P) (2.5) 

we shall have on the straight edges of the sector (‘) 

UL~ + aAd- + FzA =I 0 for Q= 0, a 

By adding to the previous equations two others which are obtained through transition 
to conjugate values in the original equations, we shall have a system of four homogen- 
ous equations. The requirement of me presence of a nontrivial solution for a,& b and 
% in the system results in the following characteristic equation with respect to J. 

sinAa=: *Asina (2.6) 

which coincides with the equation in I*] for this case. 
Having determined, according to Williams the (generally speaking complex) root A 

of Eq. (2.6) with the minimum positive real part and having found the corres 
unknowns O, b, a and b, it is possible to construct a solution of the plane prob P 

onding 
em 

b 

2p = aaA + ~5%~ (2iq = 0~’ - alA) 

l ) Conditions on the arc part of the boundary which have no effect on the character 
of stresses near the vertex of the sector will not be taken into consideration 
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This solution satisfies all requirements of classical elasticity. Stresses corresponding to 
this solution for Re b < i will have a singularity of the order of i - Re 1 near the 
vertex. 

Together with basic problems of elastic theory we shall examine the case when on 
the radial sides of the sector the condition of contact without friction with an elastic 
section of a given shape exists. This condition, as is well known, consists of prescrib- 
ing the normal displacement and the contact stress 

s+%=!(t)* r,,=o @= eons&) (2.7) 

conditions of the plane problem for 
01 I. Boundary conditions of the prob em with given dis ? 

iven external stresses will be deno 
lacements will 

II. The conditions for pressure of ri 
be indicated by symbol III. The case where on one side o B 

id punch wr Jr out friction will 

and on the other condition II, will be denoted by I-II etc. 
the sector condition I is given 

Let us write known equations of complex representation in polar coordinates 

Zpu, = Im (e-*@ 1x9 (a) - rep’ - s(r)]) (2.8) 

l;e = Im (es@ IZCP” (2) + 9’ (r)l) (2.3) 

Differentiating (2.8) with respect to r along the ray 8 = const and combining it 
with (2.9) we find 

Consequently, in the case under examination boundary conditions (2.7) of the rigid 
punch problem can be represented in the form 

Im @-‘a [xg, (0 - tm) -$o]) = +j (1) (2.10) 

6 = 0, cc (t 5: re’“, 

Proceeding with homogeneous conditions (2.10) and potentials (2.4) we find the follo- 
wing characteristic equations for the case of contact wrth the punch along both sides, in 
completely the same manner as in the derivation of (2.6): 

ainXa=&fina (2.11) 

Characteristic equations for the remaining cases I-III and II-III can be constructed 
in the same manner if on one radial side the condition (2.10) is given, and on the other 
the condition (2.5) , or condition II 

xq (0 - 4’(t)-@&o 

These equations have the form 

sinUa=- k ain b (for the case I-III) 

b= G) 

(2.12) 

ein Ua - - -$ aIn 2~ f for the case II-III) (2.13) 

Here v is the Poisson’s ratio. 
Roots of Eqs. (2.11) to (2.13) were found with minimum positive real parts for var- 

ious values of angle a and v = 0.3. Plot3 of the function min ReA are shown in 
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Fig. 1 for all six cases (*). 

MaRA 

P 

Fig. 1 

In the case III-III (Eq. 2.111 the graph 
is shown only in the interval (0, ss). The 

‘a;;: ~~.~~~~~~~~~~~ = =* is 

In the case III-III and also ik cases when 
the vertex of the an le is the point of cha- 
nge in boundary con rtions the singularity %* 
in stresses may occur at any angle a, gre- 
ater than the right angle (u > r/,n, ,x # a). 
The case I-II presents an exception (Will- 
iams [l])where the singularity arises al- 
ready at cs 2 63.. 

The maximum order of singularity in 
stresses is the same for all three mixed ca- 
ses. It is achieved for a = 2~ (tip of sec- 
tion) and is equal to sf, (Re 1 = ii,). 

3. In the case when in the construction of basic equations of elasticity, couple stre- 
sses (moments per unit area) are taken into account accordin to the concept of the bro- 
thers Ccnserat [j], it is not difficult, for a given value of ang e a, which is different H 
from n and which exceeds some Q Q, to construct the solution for the correctly formu- 
lated plane problem with unbounded stresses near the corners. 

Let us examine for example the problem of contact of an elastic body with a rigid 
section of iven shape in the absence of friction forces (problem III) in the previous 
section). w, the third condition on the boundary let us impose the condition of giving 
the rotation of its points, 

Let us write in olar coordinates the equations for the general representation of ele- 
ments of elastic ields in the unsymmetrical case [‘I : P 

0, + 04 = 2 Is’ (4 +$F)l 

Here M, and Me are polar componentr of couple stress. Q, is the rotation of an 
element of the medium. 

The function H satisfies the Helmholtz equation in the region occupied by rhe elas- 
tic medium 

AH-k’H=O, k+ @3] 

where F is a new constant of the material equal to the ratio of the modulus of bending 
to the modulus of displacement p. The remaining notations are the same as before 

* 
h 

Curves for cases I-I, II-II and I-II were taken from the above cited work of Williams. 
e followin numberin s stem was adopted for the curves: 1 (I-I), 2 (II-II), 3 (I-II), 

4 (III-III), 5 $I-III) and fi (&-III). 
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or generally known. From (3.1) we have 

Differentiating the second equation along the straight line Q = coast and combining 
it with the first equation we find 

Consequently, for the problem being examined, the homogeno~ boundary conditions 
prescribed along the radial sides of me sector, i.e. conditions 

v*=-r&,=(llto 

can be represented in the form 

Im (et* [l&q) - i;p’ (f) - * (1) - FrMp’ (t)]) - $.. =o 

Im$’ (t) e 0, H = 0 far Q=O,& (3.6) 

It is easy to convince oneself that the above conditions are satisfied by functions 

0 (4 - 0, 0 (4 = s l-1 
9 H (8, 3 = I,. (kr) sin AO (3.7) 

where I, is a Bessel function of the first kind with an imaginary argument, and 1 = 
=lt/a, 

For.values of angle a, which satisfy the condition ‘last <a’<%, solution (3.7) for 
r--t 0 gives bounded displacements and couple stresses, while ordinary stresses will 

be unbounded of me order lower than unity; more exactly, the stresses will have the 
order 0 (rABs ), where 0 < 2 - I < 1. We shall obtain the same picture if in (3.7) 
for n<a<2n thevalue k.=%/a istaken. 
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